MANDARIN ORIENTAL COMMITS TO ELIMINATING SINGLE-USE PLASTIC
ACROSS ITS GLOBAL LUXURY PORTFOLIO

Hong Kong, 22 October 2019 -- Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group has pledged to eliminate all
single-use plastic, across its entire portfolio of luxury hotels, by the end of March 2021.

While the travel industry has already made great strides towards the removal of plastic straws
and single-use drinking bottles, the Group is keen to play its part in the luxury hotel segment
and commit to a wider and more challenging aim to abolish all single-use plastic currently in
use across all operational departments, including rooms, spa, transport, restaurants and bars.
The aim is to cover plastics used in all areas of the hotel, and not just in the public areas that
the customer sees.

To achieve this, an elimination campaign has been underway for some time at all properties.
Having completed a thorough stock inventory, the Group identified 23 of the most common
items of single-use plastic currently in use across the portfolio. To date, 86% of these initial
items have been eliminated or are being phased out in all hotels. Given the considerable
progress which has already been made, the Group is now ready to make a firm commitment
towards total elimination.
“Plastic waste is one of the gravest environmental concerns affecting our planet today. While
our relatively small footprint limits our contribution to the world’s plastic reduction, as one of
the most iconic luxury global hotel groups we are in a strong position to drive important
changes in the industry,” said James Riley, Group Chief Executive.
“We recognise that to achieve complete elimination while maintaining our luxury service
standards is a challenge, but to drive change we must set ambitious goals. The elimination of
single-use plastic is only one part of the Group’s wider initiative to operate in a responsible
and sustainable way across our portfolio,” he added.
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The efforts currently underway include testing concepts and inviting colleagues from every
hotel to find solutions which can then be shared as best practice internally. Mandarin Oriental
is also collaborating with its suppliers to drive responsible procurement and provide alternative
products that are both viable and suitable for the luxury hotel environment.

All hotels have clearly-defined annual goals to address these issues, and in order to remain
accountable to guests, colleagues and the wider community, progress reports will be issued
every six months highlighting both their achievements and any difficulties encountered. The
first report which will be published at the end of March 2020.
Mandarin Oriental’s Sustainability Objectives
Mandarin Oriental is well recognised for delivering service excellence across its portfolio of
luxury hotels and for operating its hotels and residences in a responsible and sustainable way.
As a supporter of the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals, the Group is committed
to contributing to the communities in which it operates and responsibly managing its
environmental impact and social commitment. The Group’s other initiatives are outlined in
the company’s latest Sustainability Report, and are supported by the dedication and hard work
of Mandarin Oriental’s 12,500 colleagues who continue to identify impactful ways to respond
to local community and environmental needs.

About Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group
Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group is the award-winning owner and operator of some of the
world’s most luxurious hotels, resorts and residences. Having grown from its Asian roots into
a global brand, the Group now operates 32 hotels and seven residences in 23 countries and
territories, with each property reflecting the Group’s oriental heritage and unique sense of
place. Mandarin Oriental has a strong pipeline of hotels and residences under development,
and is a member of the Jardine Matheson Group.
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Photography of Mandarin Oriental is available to download in the Photo Library of our Media
section, at www.mandarinoriental.com. Further information is also available on our Social
Media channels.
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